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Mechanism and control of the metal-to-insulator transition in rocksalt tantalum nitride
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We identify the previously unknown mechanism whereby rocksalt TaxN can be continuously tuned from
conducting to insulating through changes in stoichiometry. Experimental measurements on thin films, com-
bined with electronic structure calculations on a host of native defects, show that the tunability arises from
changes in the free electron concentration as a result of localization at Ta vacancies (VTa). The observed
enhanced resistivity, transition from electron to hole conduction atx;0.6, and diminished mid-IR reflectance
are consistent with the dominance of theVTa defect in nitrogen-rich material.
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The metal-insulator transition occurs in doped semic
ductors, quenched condensed metal films, metal-insul
mixtures, and inversion layers of field-effect transistors1,2

The physical properties of TaxN in the rocksalt structure ar
also found to span the range characteristic of this transit
While the widely varying properties have been recognized
some degree, the microscopic origin of this behavior is h
erto unknown. TaxN in the rocksalt structure is of conside
able current interest and is used in, and has potential fo
wide range of technological applications. For example, TaxN
is used as a diffusion barrier in copper interconnects on
chips3 and to make compact thin-film resistors. It exhib
superconductivity below 10 K~Refs. 4 and 5! and has been
shown to hold promise as a barrier material in NbN-ba
Josephson junction 1001 GHz digital circuits when grown
with a resistivity near the metal-insulator transition.6

In this paper, we characterize the chemical, electrical,
tical, structural, and thermoelectric properties of TaxN films
whose electrical properties are tuned from conducting to
sulating by adjusting the stoichiometry. Theoretically, we
vestigate the electronic structure and formation energie
native point defects, focusing on the N-rich structures t
have dramatically increased resistivities and are used in
sephson junction barrier layers. We also perform calculati
for the nitrogen-rich, thermodynamically stable phas
namely, rocksalt Ta4N5 (Ta0.8N) and orthorhombic Ta3N5
(Ta0.6N).7–9 Our results point conclusively to theVTa as be-
ing predominantly responsible for the metal-insulator tran
tion in rocksalt TaxN. Vacancies in other nonstoichiometr
transition-metal nitrides have been previously studied.10 We
extended this to the TaxN system.

Experimentally, TaxN is synthesized in a high-vacuum
sputtering system equipped with a dc magnetron sputter
~model Torus 2C, Kurt Lesker Co.! containing a 99.5%-pure
5.1-cm-diam Ta target. Two types of substrates are use
cm2 ~0001! sapphire and 10.2-cm-diam~100! Si wafers
coated with a 140-nm thermal SiO2 layer. The sheet resis
tance is measured with a four-point probe. Hall measu
ments are made in the Van der Pauw configuration with a
magnet. X-ray diffraction measurements are performed us
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a Rigaku ~model DMAX-A! diffractometer. Seebeck mea
surements are performed on a custom system with a s
containing a temperature gradient and two Chromel-Alum
thermocouples. The thermovoltage is measured between
two points, Chromel to Chromel and Alumel to Alumel, wit
this value applied to correct the thermocouple wire therm
voltage. Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy~RBS! is
used to determine the chemical composition and film thi
ness. Optical reflectivity is measured using a Bruker infra
spectrometer~model IFS 86 w/s!. High-resolution cross-
sectional transmission electron microscopy~TEM! is per-
formed on a Jeol microscope~model JEM-4000EX! operat-
ing at 400 keV with an interpretable resolution of 0.17 nm

Density-functional-theory~DFT! calculations are per-
formed using the first-principles full-potential linearized au
mented plane wave~FLAPW! method11 within the local-
density approximation~LDA ! with the Hedin-Lundqvist
exchange-correlation functional.12 We treat the core state
fully relativistically and the valence states scala
relativistically, and use angular momenta up tol 58 in the
muffin-tin spheres for both the wave functions and cha
density in the self-consistent cycles. We consider high a
low defect concentrations by creating the defects in idea
and 32-atom TaN cells which model the defect systems
rocksalt TaxN. For the former, the energy cutoff for th
plane-wave expansion in the interstitial region between
muffin-tin spheres is taken to be 25 Ry and also for
18-atom Ta0.8N compound. For the larger ‘‘32-atom’’ sys
tems~which includes the Ta0.6N structure!, a slightly lower
cutoff of 20.7 Ry was used. The atomic positions of all ato
are fully relaxed until the force on each atom is less tha
mRy/a.u. Further calculation details can be found in Ref.

Density functional calculations performed using the ‘‘
atom’’ cell ~high-concentration defect structures! for the
N-vacancy (VN), Ta-vacancy (VTa), N-antisite (NTa), and
N-interstitial (Ni) induce a change in the equilibrium volum
of 20.85%, 22.55%, 21.52%, and13.15%, respectively,
when compared to stoichiometric defect-free TaN. Lo
concentration ‘‘32-atom’’ defect systems are calculated us
the theoretical stoichiometric TaN lattice constant of 0.4
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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nm ~the experimental value is 0.4385 nm!.7–9 The six
nearest-neighbor atoms to theVTa, VN , and NTa sites relax
inwards by 3%, 7%–10%, and 8%–10%, respectively, in
fully relaxed geometry. The equilibrium volume of the the
modynamically stable structure, Ta0.8N, is calculated to be
1.81% smaller than the corresponding theoretical stoich
metric TaN volume and is 1.2% smaller than the experim
tal value. We also fully relaxed the internal coordinates a
find very good agreement with experiment.7–9 For the larger
and more complex Ta0.6N structure, we only optimized the
equilibrium volume where it is 0.1% smaller than expe
ment.

We calculate the formation energy asEf5Etot
defect2nEtot

bulk

1nTamTa1nNmN , whereEtot
defect andEtot

bulk are the total ener-
gies of the defect calculated using the supercell and a b
TaN unit, respectively, andn is the number of Ta~and N!
atoms in the ideal supercell~i.e., without a defect!. nTa and
nN are the number of Ta and N atoms, andmTa andmN are
the corresponding chemical potentials, which account for
oms that are added to, or taken from, the ideal superce
create the defect under consideration. We assume both
cies are in thermal equilibrium with bulk TaN; thus,mTa

1mN5mTaN where mTaN is the chemical potential of TaN
We also have the boundary conditionsmN,1/2mN2

andmTa

,mTa(bulk) , wheremN2
andmTa(bulk) are the chemical poten

tials of ~two! N atoms in the nitrogen molecule and of a T
atom in bulk Ta, respectively. For nitrogen-rich condition
we setmN51/2mN2

and for tantalum-rich conditions, we se

mTa5mTa(bulk) . With these constraints, the range of the nitr
gen chemical potential is2DH f

0,mN21/2mN2
,0, where

the heat of formation isDH f
05mTa(bulk)11/2mN2

2mTaN.

Calculations of bulk Ta and TaN and the N2 dimer are also
required and details of these are reported in Ref. 13 in wh
the calculated heat of formation is22.48 eV. The calcu-
lated formation energies as a function of the nitrogen che
cal potential are shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Formation energies for native point defects in TaN; so
and dashed lines correspond to high and low defect concentrat
respectively, for the N-antisite (NTa), the N-vacancy (VN), and the
Ta-vacancy (VTa). The dot-dashed curve is theVTa formation energy
~per vacancy! for the Ta0.8N compound found in nature.
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The calculations indicate thatVTa andVN have by far the
lowest formation energies for N- and Ta-rich conditions,
spectively. The dominance of vacancies in nonstoichiome
TaxN is consistent with the conclusions of a recent x-r
emission study.14 Later in this paper, we will show that th
electrical, optical, and thermoelectric properties of nitroge
rich TaxN can be attributed to the dominance of theVTa de-
fect. The Ni is energetically very unfavorable~not shown in
Fig. 1; values range from;14.9 to 12.4 eV for Ta- and
N-rich conditions, respectively! and the next most unfavor
able is the antisite~or substitutional! defect NTa. The VN
formation energy is lower for the higher concentration, a
for theVTa it is the opposite. TheVTa in the ordered rocksal
Ta0.8N compound has the lowest energy, consistent with
fact that it forms in nature.

Figures 2~a!, 2~b!, and 2~c! show total and partial density
of states for stoichiometric TaN, the low-concentrationVTa
~calculated in the ‘‘32-atom’’ cell!, and the high-
concentrationVTa ~calculated in the ‘‘8-atom’’ cell!, respec-
tively. Also shown in Fig. 2~d! is an even higher-
concentration VTa system corresponding to a defectiv
rocksalt structure (Ta0.6N) as calculated in a cell containin
10 N atoms and 6 Ta atoms. TheVN and the NTa ~not shown!
have a relative DOS atEF similar to, or higher than, stoicho
metric TaN, i.e., similar to a conventional metal. These d
fects act ‘‘donorlike’’ in that they add free electrons to th
conduction band. In contrast, the Ta-vacancy structures h
a reducedDOS atEF as compared to bulk TaN. In particula

ns,

FIG. 2. ~a! Density of states~DOS! for bulk TaN, ~b! the low-
concentrationVTa ~calculated in the ‘‘32-atom’’ cell!, ~c! the high-
concentrationVTa ~calculated in the ‘‘8-atom’’ cell!, ~d! an even
higher-concentrationVTa ~calculated in a cell containing 10 N atom
and 6 Ta atoms!, and~e! the Ta0.8N and~f! Ta0.6N compounds which
form in nature. Total DOS~upper curves!, total N and Ta partial
DOS ~lower curves!, as indicated by the labels. N8 and N corre-
spond to the partial DOS at the N atom away from and neighbo
the Ta vacancy, respectively.
0-2
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it can be seen that with increasingVTa concentration, the
DOS atEF diminishes monotonically, with a correspondin
reduction in the free carrier concentration.VTa is therefore
‘‘acceptorlike’’ in that it spatially localizes free carriers in th
conduction band. ForVTa, an increase in the number o
states in the region21 to 24 eV belowEF can also be seen
@Fig. 2~c!#. For the ‘‘low-concentration’’ case, only a shar
feature around24 eV belowEF occurs@Fig. 2~b!#. Inspec-
tion of the band structure shows that the latter features
defect-related states. Also, the 2s-like state of the neighbor
ing N atom is at a higher energy than in stoichiometric Ta
as would be expected from charge transfer to an acce
site.

Figure 3 ~right! shows the band structure for theVTa,
corresponding to Fig. 2~c!, where the Brillouin zone and
high-symmetry lines and points are illustrated. For comp
son, the ideal stoichiometric TaN bulk band structure
shown ~left!, as calculated also using the ‘‘8-atom’’ ce
From Fig. 3~right!, it can be seen that a defect-related st
occurs around217 eV, as well as in the energy range21
to 24 eV ~seen most clearly around theM -R-G region!.

Figures 2~e! and 2~f! show the total and partial density o
states for two phases that form in nature: Ta0.8N, an ordered
defect configuration in the rocksalt structure, and Ta0.6N, an
orthorhombic structure. For Ta0.8N, the DOS atEF exhibits a
sharp minimum, in contrast to stoichiometric TaN. New fe
tures at around23 to 25 eV belowEF also occur. There is
an upward shift in the N-2s level, as seen for other tantalum
vacancy systems. In contrast to the very small, but fin
DOS atEF for rocksalt Ta0.6N @Fig. 2~d!#, the orthorhombic
Ta0.6N structure exhibits a 1.5 eV band gap@Fig. 2~f!#. The
insulating nature can be understood from electron coun

FIG. 3. Band structure of bulk rocksalt TaN as calculated in
8-atom cell~left! and, right, that of the Ta-vacancy structure@cor-
responding to the DOS in Fig. 2~c!#. Also shown is the correspond
ing Brillouin zone and high-symmetry lines and points.
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since there are 40 valence electrons (335 from Ta plus 5
35 from N! and thes andp bands of the five nitrogen atom
can accommodate exactly 538540 electrons.

X-ray diffraction and TEM measurements indicate th
films synthesized in this study are comprised of rocks
TaxN oriented in thê 111& growth direction. Metallic TaxN

FIG. 4. X-ray diffraction data of~a! near-stoichiometric and~b!
nitrogen-rich TaxN, respectively. The near-stoichiometric film has
composition of Ta1.12N and was grown at 600 °C in 1.4 mT nitroge
partial pressure. The nitrogen-rich film has a composition of Ta0.66N
and was grown at 450 °C in 4.2 mT nitrogen partial pressure.~c!
Cross-sectional TEM image and selected-area diffraction pat
~inset! of a nitrogen-rich Ta0.66N film grown at 450 °C in 4.2 mT
nitrogen partial pressure. The material has a;5 nm subgrain mo-
saic structure with misorientations on the order of65° ~as most
easily seen in the diffraction pattern!. The predominant in-plane
epitaxial orientations are TaN(111)iAl2O3 ~001! and

TaN(11̄10)iAl2O3 (11̄00).
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FIG. 5. ~a! Resistivity of TaxN thin films grown on sapphire as
a function of substrate temperature and nitrogen partial pres
used during growth. The inset shows the conductivity at 200 K a
function of stoichiometry~squares!. A carrier mobility of 0.1
cm2/(V s) is assumed to infer the free electron density given on
y axis on right. The solid line assumesVTa dominates in N-rich
material. ~b! Mid-IR reflectance data of TaxN grown on a
SiO2-coated Si wafer. The free electron density for each sam
@also plotted as triangles in~a!, inset# was determined from the
optical data assuming the same mobility as for the solid line in
~c! Seebeck coefficient determinations of TaxN grown on sapphire.
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films produced at reduced nitrogen pressures (,1.4 mTorr
nitrogen partial pressure! are crystalline with a near-bulk lat
tice constant of 0.439 nm, as evidenced by the dominanc
the ~111! x-ray diffraction Bragg peak at 35.5° with a fu
width at half maximum~FWHM! of 0.5° @Fig. 4~a!#. For
films with a N:Ta ratio greater than 1.5, a much wider Bra
peak at;34.6° with a FWHM of 2.6° is found@Fig. 4~b!#.
The extended lattice constant (;0.450 nm) and wide dif-
fraction peaks are typical of oriented nanocrystalline mate
as a result of the significant fraction of material in the gra
boundary regions under tensile stress.15 This conclusion is
consistent with TEM results. Figure 4~c! illustrates a cross-
sectional TEM image of a nitrogen-rich film grown under t
same deposition conditions used to produce barrier layer
Josephson junctions exhibiting large characteristic volta
(.2 mV). The material has a;5-nm subgrain mosaic
structure with misorientations on the order of65°. Figure
5~a! shows that there is a clear trend between the increas
N content in the films, enhancement in resistivity,r, and
reduction in resistivity ratio,r(300 K)/r(20 K). The con-
ductivity at 200 K in the same samples as in Fig. 5~a! is
24511
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plotted as a function of stoichiometry in the inset. The co
ductivity follows a monotonic drop from a large metall
value for stoichiometric TaN, to a minimum value ne
Ta0.6N. The trend line was derived assuming a constant e
tron mobility @0.1 cm2/(V s)# and a free electron densit
resulting from the contribution of two electrons per occupi
TaN pair in conjunction with a reduction of five free ele
trons per pentavalentVTa acceptor. Note that the experimen
tal values fall near this trend line. The observed minimum
a Ta:N ratio of 0.6 is strong evidence for the dominance
the pentavalentVTa acceptor in the nitrogen-rich materia
Hall measurements are only able to give an upper boun
0.1 cm2/(V s) at room temperature due to the limited res
lution possible when measuring low-mobility samples with
low-field magnet, but are consistent with the value deriv
from the trend line.

Mott1 proposed that the metal-insulator~M-I ! transition
occurs at a resistivity ofKha/q2 whereK is a constant be-
tween ;3 and 6,h is Planck’s constant,q is the electron
charge, anda is a characteristic length corresponding to
value on the order of the Bohr radius for Mott insulators a
0-4
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the mean free path for Anderson insulators. From the m
sured upper bound of mobility in our samples, a mean f
path of 0.05 nm is inferred. Although this corresponds to
unphysically small value, we expect thata will fall between
this value and the bond distance~0.22 nm!, resulting in a M-I
transition between;0.4 and 4 mV cm from Mott’s analysis.

In Fig. 5~b! we show the mid-infrared~MIR! reflectance
of TaxN. The decreased reflectance in films with increas
nitrogen content is attributed to the reduction of free carrie
To infer the free carrier concentration from the optical data
mean least-squares fit was performed assuming the same
bility used to determine the trendline in Fig. 5~a!, inset, and
standard equations for the dielectric function and the refl
tance of a Drude free electron gas in the presence of a sin
phonon model.16 It is clear that the free carrier densities d
termined from the electrical and optical data are simi
when a common value for mobility is used.17

In Fig. 5~c!, the Seebeck coefficient of sputtered TaxN
thin films is illustrated. Films with Ta:N ratios less tha
;0.66 have predominantly hole (p-type! conduction. The
drop in the Seebeck coefficient for Ta0.43N is not unexpected
since this sample also exhibits a decreased electrical resi
ity @not shown in Fig. 5~a!#, presumably as a result of en
hanced hole doping. We note that from thermoelectric d
alone, it is difficult to give a quantitative estimate of th
number of charge carriers since the Seebeck coefficient
strong function of electron conductivity, density of state
and carrier type. This transition from hole to electron dom
n
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nant thermovoltage occurs at a stoichiometry of Ta0.66N,
which is slightly lower than expected~i.e., Ta0.6N). For these
films, the inhomogeneous nature of the material, as wel
the large number of defects present, will influence the nu
ber and type of free carriers in the films. Anderson locali
tion would also be expected to drive the material insulat
at lower nitrogen content than for ordered material, as
observed experimentally. It is clear that the observed pro
ties are strong evidence for the dominance of theVTa defect
and are inconsistent with the dominance of the ot
nitrogen-rich defects, including the NTa defect.

In summary, the electrical properties of rocksalt TaxN can
be finely tuned from highly conductive to insulating throu
adjustment of stoichiometry. The dominance of theVTa under
N-rich conditions is predicted theoretically and is consist
with the experimentally observed electrical, optical, and th
mal properties.
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